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38. Was Vatican II infallible? If you believe
that Paul VI was a true pope, yes.
“Each and every one of the things set forth in this Decree has won the consent of the
fathers. We, too, by the Apostolic Authority conferred on us by Christ, join with the
venerable fathers in approving, decreeing, and establishing these things in the Holy
Spirit, and we direct that what has thus been enacted in synod [council] be published to
God’s glory… I, Paul, Bishop of the Catholic Church.” 1 (Paul VI, solemnly closing
every document of Vatican II)
We have exposed in detail the heresies of Vatican II. We have also shown that the men who
implemented this non-Catholic Council were not true popes of the Catholic Church, but
antipopes. Despite all of the evidence, some people remain unconvinced. They hold that there
are indeed doctrinal problems with Vatican II; but, according to them, this is no problem for Paul
VI because he did not infallibly promulgate any of the Vatican II heresies. “The heresies of
Vatican II don’t matter,” they say, “because Vatican II was not infallible!” We will now show that
if Paul VI had been a true pope, the documents of Vatican II would have been promulgated
infallibly. This will prove, again, that Paul VI (the heretic who promulgated the apostate
documents of Vatican II, changed the rites to all seven sacraments, changed the Mass into a
Protestant service, oversaw the systematic and world-wide dismantling of Catholicism, ruined
the world-wide Catholic school system, and initiated the greatest apostasy from Catholicism in
history) was not and could not have been a true pope. He was an antipope.
There are three conditions that need to be met for a pope to teach infallibly: [1] the pope must
carry out his duty as pastor and teacher of all Christians; [2] he must teach in accord with his
supreme apostolic authority; and [3] he must explain a doctrine of faith or morals to be
believed by the universal Church. If a pope fulfills these conditions, he, through the divine
assistance promised him as successor of Peter, operates infallibly, as the following definition of
Vatican Council I teaches.
Pope Pius IX, Vatican Council I, Session 4, Chap. 4:
“… the Roman Pontiff, when he speaks ex cathedra, that is, [1] WHEN CARRYING OUT
THE DUTY OF THE PASTOR AND TEACHER OF ALL CHRISTIANS [2] IN
ACCORD WITH HIS SUPREME APOSTOLIC AUTHORITY [3] HE EXPLAINS A
DOCTRINE OF FAITH OR MORALS TO BE HELD BY THE UNIVERSAL CHURCH,
through the divine assistance promised him in blessed Peter, operates with that
infallibility with which the divine Redeemer wished that His Church be instructed in
defining doctrine on faith and morals; and so such definitions of the Roman Pontiff from
himself, but not from the consensus of the Church, are unalterable. But if anyone
presumes to contradict this definition of Ours, which may God forbid: let him be
anathema.”2
We will now prove, point by point, that Paul VI’s promulgation of the documents of Vatican II
fulfilled all three of these requirements, which would make the documents of Vatican II infallible
if he had been a true pope.

1) A Pope must act as Pastor and teacher of all Christians
The first requirement for a pope to teach infallibly is that he must act as pastor and teacher of all
Christians. If he was the true pope, Paul VI fulfilled this requirement.
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EACH ONE OF THE 16 DOCUMENTS OF VATICAN II BEGINS WITH THESE WORDS:
“PAUL, BISHOP, SERVANT OF THE SERVANTS OF GOD, TOGETHER WITH THE
FATHERS OF THE SACRED COUNCIL FOR EVERLASTING MEMORY.”3
Pope Eugene IV began the 9th session of the dogmatic Council of Florence with these words:
“Eugene, bishop, servant of the servants of God, for an everlasting record.”4 Pope Julius II
began the 3rd session of the dogmatic 5th Lateran Council with these words: “Julius, bishop,
servant of the servants of God, with the approval of the sacred council, for an everlasting
record.”5 And Pope Pius IX began the 1st session of the dogmatic First Vatican Council with these
words: “Pius, bishop, servant of the servants of God, with the approval of the sacred council,
for an everlasting record.”6 This is the customary way in which the decrees of
general/dogmatic/ecumenical councils are solemnly begun by popes. Paul VI began every
document of Vatican II in the very same way, with the very same words!
By beginning each document of Vatican II in this way, Paul VI (if he was a true pope) clearly
fulfilled the first requirement to teach infallibly.

2) A Pope must teach in accord with his supreme apostolic
authority
The second requirement for a pope to teach infallibly is that he must teach in accord with his
supreme apostolic authority. If he was the pope, Paul VI fulfilled this requirement.
EACH ONE OF THE 16 DOCUMENTS OF VATICAN II ENDS WITH THESE WORDS (OR
WORDS BASICALLY IDENTICAL TO THESE):
“EACH AND EVERY ONE OF THE THINGS SET FORTH IN THIS DECREE HAS
WON THE CONSENT OF THE FATHERS. WE, TOO, BY THE APOSTOLIC
AUTHORITY CONFERRED ON US BY CHRIST, JOIN WITH THE VENERABLE
FATHERS IN APPROVING, DECREEING, AND ESTABLISHING THESE THINGS
IN THE HOLY SPIRIT, AND WE DIRECT THAT WHAT HAS THUS BEEN
ENACTED IN SYNOD BE PUBLISHED TO GOD’S GLORY... I, PAUL, BISHOP OF
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.”7
Wow! This little known fact is utterly devastating to any claim that Paul VI could have been a
true pope. Paul VI ended each Vatican II document by invoking his “apostolic authority,”
followed by his signature! He clearly fulfilled the second requirement for infallibility. In fact,
this paragraph in itself fulfills not just the second requirement for Papal Infallibility, but all three;
for in it we see Paul VI is “approving, decreeing and establishing” in “the holy Spirit” and “by his
apostolic authority” all the things contained in each document! This is infallible language.
Anyone who would deny this simply doesn’t know what he is talking about.
The approval given to Vatican II by Paul VI (quoted above) is even more solemn than the
approval given to the infallible Council of Nicaea (325) by Pope St. Sylvester. It’s more solemn
than the approval given to the infallible Council of Ephesus (431) by Pope St. Celestine. In other
words, in approving the true councils of the Catholic Church, these true popes approved the
documents of these councils in ways that were even less extraordinary than the way in which
Paul VI approved Vatican II; and yet their approval of these true councils was sufficient to
qualify as infallible and binding – a fact which no Catholic questions.
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It is, therefore, a fact that each Vatican II document is a solemn act of Paul VI. Each document is
signed by him; each one is begun with him speaking as “pastor and teacher of all Christians”;
and each one finished with him “approving, decreeing and establishing” all of the document’s
contents in virtue of his “apostolic authority.”
This proves that if Paul VI was the pope the documents of Vatican II are infallible! But the
documents of Vatican II are not infallible; they are evil and heretical. Consequently, this
DESTROYS ANY POSSIBILITY that Paul VI was ever a true pope; for a true pope could never
promulgate the evil documents of Vatican II in this authoritative manner.

3) A Pope must explain a doctrine of faith or morals to be held by
the universal Church
We’ve already proven that Paul VI fulfilled all three requirements to teach infallibly at Vatican II
if he were the pope. For the sake of completeness, however, we will finish the point-by-point
proof by noting that the Vatican II documents are filled with teachings on faith and morals (part
of the third requirement). And they must be held by the universal Church, if Paul VI was the
pope, because Paul VI solemnly approved, decreed and established them, in virtue of his
“apostolic authority,” ordering that they be published.
Therefore, the third requirement for infallibility was also fulfilled by Paul VI in his promulgation
of Vatican II. But there’s still more!
In his brief declaring the council closed, Paul VI again invoked his “apostolic authority” and
acknowledged that all the constitutions, decrees and declarations of Vatican II have been
approved and promulgated by him. He further stated that all of it must be “religiously observed
by all the faithful”! He further declared all efforts contrary to these declarations null and void.

Paul VI says Vatican II is to be Religiously Observed
Paul VI, “Papal” Brief declaring Council Closed, Dec. 8, 1965:
“At last all which regards the holy Ecumenical Council has, with the help of God, been
accomplished and ALL THE CONSTITUTIONS, DECREES, DECLARATIONS, AND
VOTES HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE DELIBERATION OF THE SYNOD AND
PROMULGATED BY US. Therefore, we decided to close for all intents and purposes,
WITH OUR APOSTOLIC AUTHORITY, this same Ecumenical Council called by our
predecessor, Pope John XXIII, which opened October 11, 1962, and which was continued
by us after his death. WE DECIDE MOREOVER THAT ALL THAT HAS BEEN
ESTABLISHED SYNODALLY IS TO BE RELIGIOUSLY OBSERVED BY ALL THE
FAITHFUL, for the glory of God and the dignity of the Church… WE HAVE
APPROVED AND ESTABLISHED THESE THINGS, DECREEING THAT THE
PRESENT LETTERS ARE AND REMAIN STABLE AND VALID, AND ARE TO
HAVE LEGAL EFFECTIVENESS, so that they be disseminated and obtain full and
complete effect, and so that they may be fully convalidated by those whom they concern
or may concern now and in the future; and so that, as it be judged and described, ALL
EFFORTS CONTRARY TO THESE THINGS BY WHOEVER OR WHATEVER
AUTHORITY, KNOWINGLY OR IN IGNORANCE, BE INVALID AND
WORTHLESS FROM NOW ON. Given at Rome, at St. Peter’s, under the [seal of the]
ring of the fisherman, December 8… the year 1965, the third year of our Pontificate.”8
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There you have it. The apostate Second Vatican Council is to be “religiously observed,” if you
accept Paul VI. There can be no doubt that if Paul VI was a true pope the gates of Hell prevailed
against the Catholic Church on Dec. 8, 1965. If Paul VI was the pope, Jesus Christ’s promises to
His Church failed. If Paul VI was the pope, all of Vatican II’s teaching on faith or morals was
promulgated infallibly (ex cathedra). But this is impossible – and anyone who would say that it
is possible doesn’t believe in Catholic teaching on the indefectibility of the Catholic Church.
Thus we know that Giovanni Montini (Paul VI) was not a true successor of Peter, but an
invalid antipope – which we already proved so clearly in exposing his incredible heresies
which showed that his “election” – since he was a manifest heretic – was invalid.
And if you are not convinced of this, ask yourself this question: Is it possible for a true Catholic
pope to “approve, decree and establish” all of the heresies of Vatican II “in the Holy Spirit” and by his
“apostolic authority”? Your Catholic sense tells you the answer. No way. Therefore, those who
recognize the heresies of Vatican II and the facts that we are presenting here, and yet still
maintain that it was possible that Antipope Paul VI was a true pope, are unfortunately in heresy
for denying Papal Infallibility and for holding a position which means that the gates of Hell have
prevailed against the Catholic Church.
Some people will erroneously argue that for a pope to speak ex cathedra he must condemn the
opposing view or set forth penalties for non-observance. This is not true. Nowhere in the
definition of Pope Pius IX on papal infallibility does he say that the pope must condemn in order
to operate infallibly. There are a number of infallible definitions where popes don’t condemn or
set forth any penalties.

Objections- We will now refute the common objections made by those who argue
that Vatican II wasn’t infallibly promulgated by Paul VI even if he was the pope.
Objection #1) At his speech to open Vatican II, John XXIII said that Vatican II was to be a
“pastoral council.” This proves that Vatican II was not infallible!
Response: This is not true. John XXIII did not say in his opening speech at the council that
Vatican II was to be a pastoral council. Here is what John XXIII actually said:
John XXIII, Opening Speech at Vatican II, Oct. 11, 1962: “The substance of the ancient
deposit of faith is one thing, and the way in which it is presented is another. And it is the
latter that must be taken into great consideration with patience if necessary, everything
being measured in the forms and proportions OF A MAGISTERIUM WHICH IS
PREDOMINANTLY PASTORAL IN CHARACTER.”9
Here we see that John XXIII did not say that Vatican II would be a pastoral council. He said
that it would reflect the Church’s Magisterium, which is predominantly pastoral in character. So,
despite the incredibly widespread myth, the truth is that John XXIII never even called Vatican II a
pastoral council in his opening speech. By the way, even if John XXIII had called Vatican II a
pastoral council in his opening speech, this wouldn’t mean that it is not infallible. To describe
something as pastoral does not mean ipso facto (by that very fact) that it’s not infallible. This is
proven by John XXIII himself in the above speech when he described the Magisterium as
“pastoral,” and yet it’s de fide (of the faith) that the Magisterium is infallible. Therefore, even if
John XXIII did describe Vatican II as a pastoral council (which he did not) this would not prove
that it is not infallible.
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Most importantly, however, the fact that John XXIII did not actually call Vatican II a pastoral
council in his opening speech at Vatican II doesn’t actually matter. This is because, as we saw
already, it was Paul VI who solemnly confirmed the heresies of Vatican II; and it is Paul VI’s
confirmation (not John XXIII’s) which proves that Vatican II is binding upon those who accept
him.
Objection #2) Paul VI said in his General Audience on Jan. 12, 1966, that Vatican II “had avoided
proclaiming in an extraordinary manner dogmas affected by the mark of infallibility.”
Response: It is true that Paul VI stated in 1966 (after Vatican II had already been solemnly
promulgated) that Vatican II “had avoided proclaiming in an extraordinary manner dogmas affected by
the mark of infallibility.” However, Antipope Paul VI’s statement in 1966 is irrelevant. It does not
and cannot change the fact that he solemnly promulgated (in a way that would be infallible if he
were the pope) all of the documents of Vatican II on Dec. 8, 1965. Paul VI had already signed
and sealed Vatican II long before Jan. 12, 1966. Vatican II was solemnly closed on Dec. 8, 1965.
This means that if Paul VI was the pope (which he wasn’t), the gates of Hell prevailed against the
Church on Dec. 8, 1965 because of his solemn and final promulgation of all the heretical Vatican
II documents on that day.
The Magisterium is a teaching authority whose teachings are “irreformable” (de fide definita,
Vatican I, Denz. 1839). Since they are irreformable, they are unalterable from the date on which
they are declared. If Antipope Paul VI had been a true Pope, Vatican II was irreformable and
infallible on Dec. 8, 1965. Nothing said or done after Dec. 8, 1965 could undo (if Paul VI were a
true pope) that which was done already, for then the Magisterium’s teaching would become
reformable. Hence, the speech of Antipope Paul VI in 1966 (after the council was closed) has no
relevance to whether or not Vatican II was infallible.
But why, then, would Antipope Paul VI make such a statement? The answer is simple. The
diabolical (satanic) intelligence guiding Antipope Paul VI knew that, eventually, everyone with a
traditionally Catholic mindset would not accept these decrees of Vatican II as infallible, since they
are filled with errors and heresies. Consequently, if he hadn’t made this statement in 1966 that
Vatican II had avoided extraordinary definitions with infallibility, a vast body of people would
have come to the immediate conclusion that he (Giovanni Montini - Antipope Paul VI) was not a
real pope. So the Devil had quite a bit riding on this statement.
The Devil had to propagate among “traditionalists” the idea that Paul VI did not “infallibly”
promulgate Vatican II. It was essential to the Devil’s entire post-Vatican II apostasy; he was
scared to death that millions would have become sedevacantists denouncing Antipope Paul VI,
his false Church and his false mass (the Novus Ordo). Hence, the Devil inspired Antipope Paul VI
to say (well after Vatican II had been solemnly promulgated by him) that Vatican II didn’t issue
dogmatic statements. This assurance, the Devil hoped, would give Paul VI the appearance of
legitimacy among those who maintained some attachment to the traditional Faith. But this
diabolical ploy collapses when one considers the fact that Vatican II had already been closed in
1965.
Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, it must be pointed out that in the same Jan. 12, 1966
General Audience, Paul VI said:

Paul VI, General Audience, Jan. 12, 1966: “The Council is a great act of the
magisterium of the Church, and anyone who adheres to the Council is,
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by that very fact, recognizing and honoring the magisterium of the
Church…”
If people are going to quote Paul VI’s Jan. 12, 1966 General Audience to attempt to prove that
Vatican II wouldn’t have been infallible even if Paul VI was the pope, then logically they must
accept other statements about Vatican II which Paul VI made in that General Audience, such as the
one quoted above and the one quoted below. In this quotation above, we clearly see that Paul VI
says (in the very same General Audience) that Vatican II is an act of the Magisterium and that
anyone who adheres to Vatican II is “honoring the magisterium of the Church”! [The
Magisterium is the infallible teaching authority of the Church.]
Pope Pius XI, Rappresentanti in Terra (# 16), Dec. 31, 1929: “Upon this magisterial office
Christ conferred infallibility, together with the command to teach His doctrine to all.”10
Therefore, Paul VI’s speech means that, according to him, Vatican II is infallible – since he says
that it is the teaching of the Magisterium, which is infallible. His speech further says that
anyone who accepts Vatican II’s teaching (i.e., its heresies) – such as that non-Catholics may
receive Holy Communion or the heresies on religious liberty or that Muslims and Catholics
worship the same God, etc. – is honoring Catholic teaching. Anyone who wants to “go by”
this speech, therefore, must admit that those who accept these heresies honor Catholic
teaching! This is clearly absurd and false; it proves that, no matter which way one wants to look
at this issue in conjunction with this General Audience of Paul VI, Vatican II is binding upon
all who hold that Paul VI was a valid pope – which proves that Paul VI definitely was not a true
pope. You cannot quote this General Audience to say one is not bound to accept Vatican II, when
the same General Audience says that anyone who follows it is honoring the Magisterium! Paul VI
goes on to say in the same speech:
“…it [the Council] still provided its teaching with the authority of the supreme
ordinary magisterium. This ordinary magisterium, which is so obviously official, has
to be accepted with docility, and sincerity by all the faithful, in accordance with the
mind of the Council on the nature and aims of the individual documents.”
This part of the speech is almost never quoted by the defenders of Paul VI, probably because they
know that the teaching of the Supreme Ordinary Magisterium is infallible, which means that
even this General Audience of Antipope Paul VI affirms the infallibility of Vatican II. In the same
General Audience, Paul VI also said this:
“It is the duty and the good fortune of men in the post-Conciliar period to get to know
these documents, to study them and to apply them.”
Furthermore, Paul VI stated in his encyclical Ecclesiam Suam (addressed to the entire Church) that
Vatican II had the task of defining doctrine.
Paul VI, Ecclesiam Suam (# 30), Aug. 6, 1964:
“It is precisely because the Second Vatican Council has the task of dealing once more
with the doctrine de Ecclesia (of the Church) and of defining it, that it has been called
the continuation and complement of the First Vatican Council.”11
This means that Vatican II had the task of teaching infallibly. And in the next section we will
quote from Paul VI’s 1976 speech where he addresses the very subject of whether Vatican II and
the New Mass are binding and specifically rejects the claims of false traditionalists who want to
be able to hang on to Paul VI’s legitimacy while rejecting his Mass and council.
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Objection #3) Vatican II was not infallible because there was a note attached to the document
Lumen Gentium that said it was not infallible.
Response: [Note: the response to this objection is in-depth and involved, and some might not
find it interesting. If you are not looking for the answer to this objection, you might want to skip
this one.]
Some defenders of Paul VI make reference to a theological note that was attached to the
document Lumen Gentium. They think this clarification proves that Paul VI didn’t promulgate
Vatican II infallibly or authoritatively. But this argument doesn’t hold up under scrutiny. Here is
the crucial portion of the theological note that was attached to the document Lumen Gentium:
“Taking into account conciliar custom and the pastoral aim of the present council, this
holy synod defines as binding on the Church only those matters of faith and morals
which it openly declares to be such. THE OTHER MATTERS WHICH THE SYNOD
PUTS FORWARD AS THE TEACHING OF THE SUPREME MAGISTERIUM OF THE
CHURCH, EACH AND EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAITHFUL SHOULD ACCEPT
AND EMBRACE ACCORDING TO THE MIND OF THE SYNOD ITSELF, WHICH IS
CLEAR EITHER FROM THE SUBJECT MATTER OR THE WAY IT IS SAID, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE RULES OF THEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION.”12
First, this note is not even part of the actual text of the document Lumen Gentium; it’s an appendix
to the text of Lumen Gentium.13
Second, this note is attached only to Lumen Gentium, not the rest of the documents. In other
words, even if this theological note did “save” Paul VI’s promulgation of the heresies in Lumen
Gentium (which it didn’t), it still did not “save” his promulgation of the rest of the Vatican II
heresies.
Third, if one reads the above note one can see that it declares that the subject matter, or the way
something is said within Vatican II, identifies that Vatican II is enacting the supreme
Magisterium of the Church, in accordance with the rules of theological interpretation – that is to
say, as the Church in the past has enacted the supreme Magisterium. Paul VI’s declaration at the
beginning and end of every Vatican II document (quoted already) definitely indicates, by “the
way it is said,” “in accordance with the rules of theological interpretation” (that is, paralleling
past dogmatic decrees), that he is enacting the supreme Magisterium (if he had been a pope).
Therefore, this theological clarification attached to the document Lumen Gentium does not
diminish or negate the solemn language of Paul VI found at the end of every Vatican II
document. Rather, his language at the end of every Vatican II document fulfills the requirements
of the theological note.
Fourth, those who attempt to use this note in order to “save” all of the documents of Vatican II
from compromising Papal Infallibility don’t pay much attention to what it actually said. The note
clearly stated that “the other matters which the synod (Vatican II) puts forward as the teaching
of the supreme Magisterium of the Church, each and every member of the faithful should
accept and embrace according to the mind of the synod itself, which is clear either from the
subject matter or the way it is said, in accordance with the rules of theological interpretation.”
This is a very important point! There are numerous instances in Vatican II where Vatican II is
setting forth what it believes to be the teaching of the supreme Magisterium, which “each and
every member of the faithful should accept and embrace according to the mind of the synod itself,
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which is clear either from the subject matter or the way it is said…” For instance, in its heretical
Declaration on Religious Liberty (Dignitatis Humanae), Vatican II says this:
Vatican II document, Dignitatis Humanae (# 9): “The statements made by this Vatican
synod on the right to religious freedom have their basis in the dignity of the person, the
demands of which have come to be more fully known to human reason from the
experience of centuries. But this teaching on freedom also has its roots in divine
revelation, and is for that reason to be held all the more sacred by Christians.”14
Here Vatican II explicitly indicates that its heretical teaching on religious liberty is rooted in
divine revelation and is to be held sacred by Christians. This clearly fulfills the requirements of
the theological note for a teaching that “each and every member of the faithful should accept and
embrace according to the mind of the (Vatican II) synod itself, which is clear either from the
subject matter or the way it is said…” And there is more:
Vatican II document, Dignitatis Humanae (# 12): “Hence the Church is being faithful to
the truth of the Gospel and is following the way of Christ and the apostles, when it
sees the principle of religious freedom as in accord with human dignity and the
revelation of God, and when it promotes it. Throughout the centuries it has guarded
and handed on the teaching received from the master and the apostles.”15
Here Vatican II explicitly indicates that its heretical teaching on religious liberty is: 1) faithful to
the truth of the Gospel; 2) follows the way of Christ and the apostles; and 3) is in accord with the
revelation of God! We remind the reader again of the wording of the theological note, which
stated that “the other matters which the (Vatican II) synod puts forward as the teaching of the supreme
Magisterium of the Church, each and every member of the faithful should accept and embrace according to
the mind of the synod itself, which is clear either from the subject matter or the way it is said, in
accordance with the rules of theological interpretation.”
Therefore, according to the theological note itself, those who accept Paul VI as a pope are bound
to accept Vatican II’s heretical teaching on religious liberty as the teaching of the supreme
Magisterium of the Church! The theological note binds them to accept Vatican II’s heretical
teaching on religious liberty as: 1) faithful to the truth of the Gospel; 2) following the way of
Christ and the apostles; and 3) in accord with the revelation of God because this is “the mind of
the synod itself (Vatican II), which is clear from the subject matter or the way it is said…” It’s
very simple: those who believe that Antipope Paul VI was the pope are bound to the heretical
document on religious liberty.
To summarize all of the points made so far: 1) the theological note attached to Lumen Gentium
does not apply to every document; 2) the theological note attached to Lumen Gentium does not
diminish or negate the language of Paul VI at the end of every Vatican II document, but rather
proves that his language at the end of every document fulfills the requirements for infallible
teaching of the Magisterium; 3) even if the theological note did apply to every document – and
somehow did make Paul VI’s solemn language at the end of each document non-binding (which
it most certainly doesn’t) – the theological note itself still proves that various documents in
Vatican II are infallible and binding by the way Vatican II presents its teaching on these
matters. No matter which way one tries to escape the reality that Antipope Paul VI could not
have been a true pope and at the same time promulgate Vatican II, he fails.
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St. Peter vs. Anti-Peter

In his dogmatic encyclical Quanta Cura, Pope Pius IX infallibly condemned the heretical doctrine
of religious liberty (which had also been condemned by numerous other popes). Pope Pius IX
explicitly anathematized the heretical idea that religious liberty should be a civil right in every
rightly constituted society. The Catholic Church teaches that a government which recognizes the
right to religious liberty - like the U.S.A. – is, of course, preferable to one which suppresses
Catholicism. Nevertheless, this situation is only the lesser of two evils. The ideal is a
government which recognizes the Catholic religion as the only religion of the state and does not
give every person the “freedom” to practice and propagate his/her false religion in the public
domain. Therefore, the idea that religious liberty should be a universal civil right is heretical, as
Pope Pius IX infallibly defined in Quanta Cura.
Pope Pius IX, Quanta Cura (#’s 3-6), Dec. 8, 1864, ex cathedra:
“From which totally false idea of social government they do not fear to foster that
erroneous opinion, most fatal in its effects on the Catholic Church and the salvation of
souls, called by Our predecessor, Gregory XVI, an insanity, NAMELY, THAT ‘LIBERTY
OF CONSCIENCE AND WORSHIP IS EACH MAN’S PERSONAL RIGHT, WHICH
OUGHT TO BE LEGALLY PROCLAIMED AND ASSERTED IN EVERY RIGHTLY
CONSTITUTED SOCIETY… But while they rashly affirm this, they do not understand
and note that they are preaching liberty of perdition… Therefore, BY OUR APOSTOLIC
AUTHORITY, WE REPROBATE, PROSCRIBE, AND CONDEMN ALL THE SINGULAR
AND EVIL OPINIONS AND DOCTRINES SPECIALLY MENTIONED IN THIS LETTER,
AND WILL AND COMMAND THAT THEY BE THOROUGHLY HELD BY ALL THE
CHILDREN OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AS REPROBATED, PROSCRIBED AND
CONDEMNED.”16
Pope Pius IX condemned, reprobated and proscribed (outlawed) by his apostolic authority the
heretical idea that every state should grant the civil right to religious liberty. But watch this!
Whereas Pope Pius IX condemned, reprobated and proscribed (outlawed) this doctrine by his
apostolic authority, Antipope Paul VI approves, decrees and establishes this condemned teaching
by his “apostolic authority.” In other words, that which Pope Pius IX solemnly condemns by
his apostolic authority is exactly what Antipope Paul VI solemnly teaches by his “apostolic
authority”!
Antipope Paul VI, Vatican II Declaration on Religious Liberty: “PAUL, BISHOP, SERVANT
OF THE SERVANTS OF GOD, TOGETHER WITH THE FATHERS OF THE SACRED
COUNCIL FOR EVERLASTING MEMORY… This Vatican synod declares that the
human person has the right to religious freedom … THIS RIGHT OF THE HUMAN
PERSON TO RELIGIOUS FREEDOM SHOULD HAVE SUCH RECOGNITION IN
THE REGULATION OF SOCIETY BY LAW AS TO BECOME A CIVIL RIGHT… Each
and every one of the things set forth in this decree has won the consent of the Fathers.
WE, TOO, BY THE APOSTOLIC AUTHORITY CONFERRED ON US BY CHRIST,
JOIN WITH THE VENERABLE FATHERS IN APPROVING, DECREEING, AND
ESTABLISHING THESE THINGS IN THE HOLY SPIRIT, and we direct that what has
thus been enacted in synod be published to God’s glory… I, Paul, Bishop of the Catholic
Church.”17
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and note that they are preaching
liberty of perdition… Therefore, BY
OUR APOSTOLIC AUTHORITY, WE
REPROBATE, PROSCRIBE, AND
CONDEMN ALL THE SINGULAR
AND EVIL OPINIONS AND
DOCTRINES SPECIALLY
MENTIONED IN THIS LETTER,
AND WILL AND COMMAND THAT
THEY BE THOROUGHLY HELD BY
ALL THE CHILDREN OF THE
CATHOLIC CHURCH AS
REPROBATED, PROSCRIBED AND
CONDEMNED.”18
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The Authority of Anti-Peter
Antipope Paul VI, Vatican II Declaration
on Religious Liberty: “PAUL, BISHOP,
SERVANT OF THE SERVANTS OF
GOD, TOGETHER WITH THE
FATHERS OF THE SACRED
COUNCIL FOR EVERLASTING
MEMORY… This Vatican synod
declares that the human person has the
right to religious freedom … THIS
RIGHT OF THE HUMAN PERSON
TO RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
SHOULD HAVE SUCH
RECOGNITION IN THE
REGULATION OF SOCIETY BY
LAW AS TO BECOME A CIVIL
RIGHT… Each and every one of the
things set forth in this decree has won
the consent of the Fathers. WE, TOO,
BY THE APOSTOLIC AUTHORITY
CONFERRED ON US BY CHRIST,
JOIN WITH THE VENERABLE
FATHERS IN APPROVING,
DECREEING, AND ESTABLISHING
THESE THINGS IN THE HOLY
SPIRIT, and we direct that what has
thus been enacted in synod be
published to God’s glory… I, Paul,
Bishop of the Catholic Church.”19

Is it possible for Paul VI to possess the same “apostolic authority” as Pope Pius IX? Does the
apostolic authority of St. Peter contradict itself? No way! It is heresy to say so! (Lk. 22:32; Vatican
I, Sess. 4, Chap. 4.)
Pope Leo XIII, Satis Cognitum (# 9), June 29, 1896:
“… Christ instituted a living, authoritative and permanent Magisterium, which by His
own power He strengthened, by the Spirit of truth He taught, and by miracles
confirmed… As often, therefore, as it is declared on the authority of this teaching that
this or that is contained in the deposit of divine revelation, it must be believed by every
one as true. If it could in any way be false, an evident contradiction follows; for then God
Himself would be the author of error in man.”20
Pope Pius IX, Vatican Council I, Session 4, Chap. 4, ex cathedra:
“So, this gift of truth and a never failing faith was divinely conferred upon Peter and
his successors in this chair… that with the occasion of schism removed the whole
Church might be saved as one, and relying on her foundation might stay firm against the
gates of Hell.”21

Was Vatican II infallible?
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With these facts in mind, one can see why those who obstinately maintain that Paul VI was a true
pope deny Papal Infallibility. They deny the indefectibility of the Church; they assert that the
apostolic authority conferred by Christ upon the successor of Peter contradicts itself; and they
assert that the gates of Hell have prevailed against the Catholic Church.
The truth is that Antipope Paul VI was never the validly elected pope of the Catholic Church; and
therefore his solemn promulgation of the heresies of Vatican II did not infringe upon Papal
Infallibility. As we saw already, the Catholic Church teaches that it’s impossible for a heretic to
be elected pope, since a heretic is not a member of the Catholic Church. This was defined in Pope
Paul IV's Apostolic Constitution Cum ex Apostolatus Officio.
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